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example, though a Catholic, entered as a Protestant,
and so became eligible for a scholarship.    Yet it may
be said that it was in the University of the middle
nation that he developed his Gaelic nationalism :  for
he was the friend of Robert Emmet, most picturesque
figure among all the Anglo-Irishmen who have become
rebels against English rule.   As the Catholic element
in Ireland gained wealth and importance, an increasing
number of Catholic young men entered Trinity.    But
this involved their entering an atmosphere which was
: still definitely Protestant:  and' the University school
of theology was a Protestant school.   Over and above
.this; the college which was in fact the University had
•• been designed closely on the English model:   the
•statutes were modelled on those of Trinity College,
•Cambridge.   It was a college of residential students,
and though its standards were much more frugal than
those of its English models, yet it was too costly for '
a poor man's purse.   The Whig Government which
had O'Connell's support attempted to bring university
facilities within the reach of all Irishmen.    In the
early days of Queen Victoria there was established the
Queen's University with colleges at Belfast, Cork, and
Galway: and, to remove the objection to a Protestant
atmosphere, no chapel was attached to any of them
and no chair of theology was permitted.   The institu-
tion was welcomed by the Young Ireland party, which
then represented the left wing of Nationalism, and
which through the writings of Davis and Duffy in the
Nation had immensely quickened the intellectual life
of Ireland.   Q'Connell was disposed to join in this
approval: but a cry of " godless colleges," raised first
by an English Tory, was taken up by members of the
Irish hierarchy.   At a Synod of the Irish Bishops
held at Thurles in 1850, the Queen's Colleges were
pronounced dangerous to faith and morals,. O'Connell
conformed to this finding.   In consequence of this,-
Queen's   College,   Belfast,   developed   strongly   and
.usefully, but only as a college for the Northern Prates-

